


    




We’re pleased to announce that CM Group is now Marigold. Learn more about Marigold here.
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                            Not your new ESP
            
                            Just your ESP’s new best friend

            
                            We’ll help you amplify engagement, get more clicks, and increase loyalty, by making your emails more interactive, personalized, and timely, so your customers are moved to action at every moment of engagement.
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            Join The Community of Brands Creating More Personal Experiences

            	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	


        

    




    
        Not here to compete with your ESP. Here to complete your ESP.

        Liveclicker is a next-level personalization platform that works with your existing ESP to make your emails more engaging, interactive, and profitable. Easily adjust your emails at any time – even after they reach the inbox – so your message is always relevant and impactful.

        
            
                “Liveclicker has been instrumental in helping us achieve our goals—and increase revenue. Our executive team has been in awe at Liveclicker’s ability to consistently exceed our sales and engagement goals.”

                Barbara Puszkiewicz-Cimino, Senior CRM Manager North America, LEGOLAND
            


                            
                    Read the Case Study                
                    

    




    
        Liveclicker in action: real-world use cases

        It’s all about getting more clicks – and that’s exactly what Liveclicker is for. Our customers constantly find new and innovative ways to use our platform to drive more clicks and generate more sales.

        	
                    
                        
                    

                    Create a personal touch with customers despite having limited resources, time, and bandwidth 

                
	
                    
                        
                    

                    Collect relevant first-party data without interrupting the experience 

                
	
                    
                        
                    

                    Build trust and increase loyalty with customers to keep them engaged and coming back 

                
	
                    
                        
                    

                    Understand each customer’s behavior and preferences to apply to future messaging

                
	
                    
                        
                    

                    Increase customer lifetime value (CLV) across every step of the customer journey with next-level personalization 

                


    






    
        Discover  the value of our up-to-the-minute email personalization platform

        	
                
                    
                

                Build engagement with interactive, fun elements that inspire recipients to open and click

            
	
                
                    
                

                Reduce customer churn by targeting customers with relevant messaging

            
	
                
                    
                

                Boost average order value (AOV) and drive urgency by promoting products based on inventory level

            
	
                
                    
                

                Ultimately: drive more sales, increase CLV, and create brand champions!

            



                    
                Get a Demo            
            





    
        
            
                
            

            
                “With such dynamic capabilities and the ease of use from setup to execution — Liveclicker’s benefits quickly outmatched the cost. As a company we were able to save on production time, making go-to-market even easier than before.” 

                Bryan Persad, Director of Email, BrandsMart U.S.A
            

        

    





    
        Learn how Liveclicker can transform your email marketing.


                    
                See Liveclicker in Action            
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                    ©2023 All Rights Reserved

                

            

                
            Liveclicker by                Marigold
                : where relationships take root.            

            
        

        
            

        

            

    









    


    



